In 2018, the Government of Nunavut’s Clifford Inooya generated, in two binder workshops were assembled into Inuktut for distribution across Nunavut. Community Elders in the workshop setting. Accordingly, the recorded family histories from Inuit Kinship and Genealogy Workshops. The chief interest of the program was having local youth learn Métayer O.M.I. published three volumes on Inuit kinship and genealogy titled. Details included births, adoptions and marriages: be they customary or church ceremony. Jean-Marie Tréboal O.M.I. produced Igloolik’s genealogy from parish registers and interviews.

Regardless, Inuit were settled long before the arrival of new immigration history with names registered on ships’ passenger lists and ports of entry to Canada, notably Pier and Genealogy Workshops. The chief interest of the program was having local youth learn
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